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The role of symmetry breaking mechanisms to search for new physics is of highest importance. We discuss the status and prospects of the discrete symmetries CP, T, CPT looking for their separate violation in LHC experiments and meson factories.
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1. Introduction

Symmetries have been an essential ingredient in the understanding of the physical laws of Nature. The assumption of the form invariance of the dynamical equations under a symmetry transformation of the physical magnitudes leads to observable consequences, with regularities, conservation laws and invariant observables that act as guiding components for the dynamics. Even more interesting, symmetry breaking through a definite mechanism is a source of new phenomena and new physics. In this paper, we will concentrate on the discrete symmetries CP, T and CPT.

In Section 2, we discuss that the current level of experimental accuracy and theoretical uncertainties leaves room for additional sources of CP violation (CPV) beyond the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) mixing mechanism, as required by baryogenesis in the Universe. We identify potential transitions in $B$-physics, using Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) processes and CPV asymmetries, able to incorporate virtual contributions of new physics.

Section 3 is devoted to TRV concepts and results: what is time reversal in classical and quantum mechanics, the NO-GO argument for its search with unstable particles, its by-pass using entanglement and the decays as
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filtering measurements for entangled meson systems in the $B$-factories and in the $\Phi$-factory, the role of time-ordered decay channels to flavour and CP eigenstates for disentangling genuine separate independent asymmetries for CP, T and CPT and the $14\sigma$ observation of TRV by the BaBar experiment.

Section 4 emphasizes the interest in the search of CPTV for transitions and not only in the expectation values of masses and lifetimes of elementary particles. We distinguish explicit CPT symmetry breaking mechanisms from physical scenarios in which the CPT operator implementing the symmetry is ill-defined. For entangled systems, this second alternative leads to the $\omega$-effect, a component of the wrong symmetry in the coherent state of neutral mesons. Finally, Section 5 presents our results, conclusions and prospects.

2. CP violation

The now well-established CPV in the quark sector can be successfully accommodated within the Standard Model (SM) of particles and fields through the CKM quark mixing [1]. For three families, the unitarity conditions lead to triangles like the $b_d$ triangle of Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. The $b_d$ unitarity triangle representing the CKM mixing.](image)

Since the three sides are of comparable length, the angles are sizeable and one expects large CP asymmetries in $B_d$ decays in the SM. There are other two triangles which almost collapse to a line. This gives an intuitive understanding of why CPV is small in the leading $K$ decays ($d_s$ triangle) and in the leading $B_s$ decays ($b_s$ triangle). Extensive tests of the CKM mechanism using experimental data show a high degree of consistency [2]. Two $B$-factory colliders, PEP-II at SLAC in California and KEKB at KEK in Japan, with their corresponding detectors, BaBar [3] and Belle [4], have been operating in the last decade. We now have the LHCb experiment [5] at CERN with new and complementary information about rare decays, FCNC processes and CPV. For the $B_d$ system, CPV in the interference of mixing
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and no-mixing amplitudes for $B^0$ decays is observed in decay products which are accessible by both $B^0$ and $\bar{B}^0$. The CPV asymmetry can be written as

$$A_f(t) = S_f \sin(\Delta m t) - C_f \cos(\Delta m t),$$

(1)

where $\Delta m = 0$ is assumed. The most precise asymmetries are measured in the tree-dominated $b \to c\bar{c}s$ transitions, such as $B^0 \to \psi K_S$, and are given by $[6] S = +0.682 \pm 0.019$. The penguin contributions are very small, so that one has the interpretation in the SM $S = \sin(2\beta)$, $C = 0$. CPV in the interference of mixing and decay in the $B^0 \to \pi^+\pi^-$ mode is given by $[6] S = -0.66 \pm 0.06$. It is interpreted in the SM as $S = \sin(2\alpha)$. For the $B^0$ system, the phase of the mixing amplitude is determined from the intermediate top-quark exchange in the box diagram, so that the SM interpretations of these interferences in terms of the $\beta$ and $\alpha$ CP angles of the unitarity triangle are apparent. On the contrary, the phase $\gamma$ in the unitarity triangle involves the interference of the sides for decays with charm and up quark constituents, without any relation to the mixing. The CP angle $\gamma$ is thus a measure of direct CPV. Its measurement has been undertaken by BaBar, Belle and LHCb with the decay $B^+ \to DK^+$ and other related transitions. The extraction of $\gamma$ needs a detailed analysis involving, in addition, the presence of strong phases associated to final state hadronic interactions. The present average value $[7]$ is $\gamma = (67 \pm 12)^\circ$. An ideal experiment would be one in $B$-factories using entanglement and detecting the pair of decays $\to \psi K^0$ and $\to \pi\pi$ at equal times without any effect of the mixing phase. It remains to be seen whether this gedanken experiment can become a real experiment in the upgraded SuperBelle.

The rare decay $B_s \to \mu\mu$ has been observed by LHCb and CMS. Based on the presence of a FCNC penguin amplitude induced by $Z$-exchange as seen in the diagram

![Diagram](image)

one could expect a priori new physics virtual effects induced by non-decoupling of longitudinal contributions. The result $[8]$ presented in Fig. 2 has represented the latest disappointment of the scientific community. The experimental branching ratio

$$B \left( B_s^0 \to \mu^+ \mu^- \right) = \left( 3.2^{+1.4}_{-1.2} \text{(stat.)}^{+0.5}_{-0.3} \text{(syst.)} \right) \times 10^{-9}$$

(2)

is in perfect agreement with the SM value $(3.23 \pm 0.27) \times 10^{-9}$. In some models, like supersymmetry, the result could have been orders of magni-
Fig. 2. The invariant mass distribution of the $\mu\mu$ system showing the $B_s$ peak.

tude different from the SM value. One has to be aware, however, that in this process the FCNC penguin is projected to a pseudoscalar, so that its contraction with the leptonic vertex leads to helicity suppression and an amplitude proportional to the mass of the lepton. The FCNC $b_s$ penguin vertex can be probed under more general conditions by searching for the processes $B \to K^* l^+ l^-$, which opens new effective current operators in scalar–vector matrix elements. In fact, the process has been observed and the analysis, using the experimental results of LHCb making use of the OPE formalism, leads to intriguing tensions with the SM expectations in some of the effective operators [9]. If this discrepancy is associated to new physics longitudinal amplitudes of the mediators, one should seriously consider the search of the process with $\nu\nu$, mediated by the $Z$, replacing $\mu\mu$.

3. Time reversal

The symmetry transformation that changes a physical system with a given sense of the time evolution into another with the opposite sense is called time reversal $T$. The $T$-transformation is implemented in the space of quantum states by the antiunitary operator $U_T$. For a Hamiltonian $H$ invariant under time reversal, $[H; U_T] = 0$, the time-evolution operator $U(t; t_0)$ transforms as

$$U_T U(t; t_0) U_T^\dagger = U(t; t_0).$$

The anti-unitary character of $U_T$ allows to write $U_T = U K$, where $U$ is unitary ($U^{-1} = U^\dagger$) and $K$ is an operator which complex conjugates all complex numbers. For the matrix elements of time-dependent transitions,
we have

\[ \langle f|U(t,t_0)|i\rangle = \langle f|U_T^\dagger U_T U(t,t_0) U_T^\dagger U_T|i\rangle \]
\[ = U_T f|U_T^\dagger(t,t_0)|U_T i\rangle^* = \langle U_T i|U(t,t_0)|U_T f\rangle, \tag{4} \]

where time-reversal invariance is assumed. As a consequence, the comparison between \( i \to f \) and \( U_T f \to U_T i \) transitions is a genuine test of this invariance.

A direct evidence for TR would mean an experiment which, by itself, is able to establish a non-vanishing genuine TRV asymmetry independent of CPV or CPT invariance. The problem is then the filtering of definite initial and final states of the neutral meson for the reference and T-reverse transitions, something impossible for decaying particles. The solution [10–14] arises from the quantum mechanical properties imposed by the EPR entanglement [15, 16] between the two neutral \( B \) mesons produced in the \( Y(4S) \) resonance decay. Let us suppose that the reference transition is defined by the time-ordered decay channels \( l^+ \) first, \( J/\Psi K_S \) later, as shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 3. The use of entanglement plus the decay as a filtering measurement tells us that the meson transition corresponds to \( \bar{B}^0 \to B_- \). In terms of meson states, the \( T \)-reverse transition is then \( B_- \to \bar{B}^0 \) and the question arises: Which are the time-ordered decay chan-

![Fig. 3. Basic concepts explaining the preparation and detection of initial and final meson states, for the reference and \( T \)-reverse transitions, by means of the experimental time-ordered decay channels to definite flavour and CP eigenstates.](image-url)
nels which correspond to this $T$-reverse transition? For definite flavour and CP eigenstates, orthogonality of $B^0$, $\bar{B}^0$ and $B_+ , B_-$ provides the solution: $J/\Psi K_L$ first, $l^-$ later.

There are 8 experimentally independent intensities for this kind of pairs of decay channels: 2 for flavour $\times$ 2 for CP $\times$ 2 for the time-ordering of the decay channels. The four TRV independent raw symmetries measured by the BaBar experiment [17] are given in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Experimental TRV asymmetries as a function of $\Delta t$.

They correspond to the asymmetries between the reference transitions $\bar{B}^0 \rightarrow B_-, B_+ \rightarrow B^0, \bar{B}^0 \rightarrow B_+, B_- \rightarrow B^0$, and their $T$-reverse transitions. The $\Delta t$ dependence demonstrates that the TRV effect is built in the time evolution of the neutral $B$. The combined significance of the four measured non-vanishing asymmetries provides a conclusive $14\sigma$ TRV effect.

4. CPT invariance

The CPT theorem [19] establishes that interactions described by a Local Quantum Field Theory, with Lorentz invariance and Hermiticity, are CPT invariant. The simplest tests of CPT invariance are the equality of masses and lifetimes for a particle and its antiparticle. The most precise test comes from the mass difference between $K^0$ and $\bar{K}^0$ [20]. It is very important to move the tests of CPT invariance beyond the comparison of diagonal terms...
for particle and antiparticle by considering these searches for transitions. For
entangled systems, the proposed tests of separate CP, T, CPT symmetries
in the neutral meson systems are based on the EPR-entanglement existing
in the meson factories as a consequence of particle identity: \( K^0 \) and \( \bar{K}^0 \) are
two states of identical particles, connected by CPT. Besides the permutation
operation \( P \) for space-time properties, the strangeness charge connection
is made by \( C \), so that for bosons the indistinguishibility requirement is
\( CP = + \).

In neutral meson factories, \( K^0, \bar{K}^0 \) are produced by \( \Phi \)-decay with \( J = 1, S = 0 \). This implies \( L = 1 \) and \( C = - \), so that \( P = - \), \( i.e. \), an antisymmetric
wave function. This antisymmetry is responsible for preserving \( K^0 \bar{K}^0 \) terms
only in the time evolution of the two-body system, including the mixing.
Similarly for orthogonal \( B_+ B_- \) terms only. This correlation is perfect for
tagging: flavour-tag, CP-tag [21].

The question is [22]: What if the particle identity is lost? In this case,
the two particle system would not satisfy the requirement \( CP = + \). In
perturbation theory, if still \( J = 1 \) with \( C = - \), this breaking leads to a
mixing of the forbidden \( P = + \) symmetric state into the “allowed” \( P = - \)
antisymmetric state. This perturbative mixing is the \( \omega \)-effect: In the time
evolution of the system, one finds now \( \omega K^0 \bar{K}^0, \omega K_+ K_+ \) terms, \ldots, \( i.e. \),
a demise of tagging. The decoherence implied by the \( \omega \)-effect is best seen
for equal decay channels at \( \Delta t = 0 \). For the \( (\pi^+ \pi^-, \pi^+ \pi^-) \) channel, the
most prominent effect is the breaking of the intensity \( I(\Delta t) \sim 0 \) for small
values of \( \Delta t \), a result that was a consequence of the particle identity anti-
correlation: no identical states at \( t_1 = t_2 \). The KLOE experiment has
obtained the first measurement of the \( \omega \)-parameter [23]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Re}(\omega) &= (-1.6^{+3.0}_{-2.1} \text{stat} \pm 0.4 \text{syst}) \times 10^{-4} \\
\text{Im}(\omega) &= (-1.7^{+3.3}_{-3.0} \text{stat} \pm 1.2 \text{syst}) \times 10^{-4}
\end{align*}
\]

\[|\omega| < 1.0 \times 10^{-3} \text{ at } 95\% \text{ C.L.} \quad (5)\]

At least, one order of magnitude improvement is expected with KLOE-2
at the upgraded DAΦNE.

5. Conclusion

Separate tests of the discrete symmetries CP, T, CPT are being per-
formed in the meson factories. These studies are made possible thanks to
the spectacular quantum properties of EPR entangled states. The ap-
propriate preparation and detection of the initial and final states in meson
transitions defined by flavour-CP eigenstates decay channels are based on
entanglement and the use of the two decays as filtering measurements.
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